Beyond Closure – Repurposing Mined Lands

November 7, 2018, Fossil Trace Room, 8am – 5pm


Meeting objectives The CSM 2018 Mining Summit will be a forum aimed at moving the focus upon successful mine closure, as the endpoint of mining, to the ultimate beneficial re-purposing of mined lands. Participants with diverse backgrounds will discuss:
• current examples of mining operations clearly giving rise to a specific, planned, subsequent beneficial purpose
• situations where the mining infrastructure, post mining contours, hydrology, etc., may become integral to the attainment of the final land use
• drivers for site redevelopment
• implementation aspects and challenges
• technical, regulatory, and operational considerations

8:00am – 9:00am Registration and Coffee
9:00am – 9:15am Welcome
9:15am – 10:00 am Keynote
A (Shining) New Vision for the Argo Mill
Mary Jane Loevlie and Dana Crawford, Millsite developers
Q & A

10:00am – 11:00am Breakout discussion groups

11:00am – 12:00pm Industry perspective
Panel with Q&A

12:00pm – 1:00pm Lunch
Student posters
Networking

1:00pm – 1:10pm President Johnson

1:10pm – 2:40pm Agency perspective
Repurposing to drinking water
French Gulch redevelopment
Identifying repurposing opportunities
Q & A

2:40pm – 3:40pm Breakout discussion groups

3:40pm – 4:40pm Discussion group report outs

4:40pm – 5:00pm Closing

Additional Instructions:
Directions: https://www.fossiltrace.com/denver-golf/contact-and-map/ Parking is free
Information available at check in: attendee list, speaker and facilitator bios, agenda, MMSA brochure, School of Mines information.